The generator matrix of a continuous-time stochastic automata network (SAN) is a sum of tensor products of smaller matrices, which may have entries that are functions of the global state space. This paper specifies easy to check conditions for a class of ordinarily lumpable partitionings of the generator of a continuous-time SAN in which aggregation is performed automaton by automaton. When there exists a lumpable partitioning induced by the tensor representation of the generator, it is shown that an efficient aggregation-iterative disaggregation algorithm may be employed to compute the steady-state distribution. The results of experiments with two SAN models show that the proposed algorithm performs better than the highly competitive block Gauss-Seidel in terms of both the number of iterations and the time to converge to the solution.
Introduction
Compared to simulative techniques, the attraction for Markov chains (MCs) lies in that they provide exact results (up to computer precision) for performance or reliability measures of interest through numerical analysis. Unfortunately, Markovian modeling and analysis is liable to the problem of state space explosion since it is not uncommon to encounter systems requiring millions of states in most realistic models today. It is currently a challenge to handle the enormous state spaces of MCs underlying such models. Therefore, structured representations amenable to tensor (i.e., Kronecker) based numerical techniques are gaining popularity. The essence of the tensor based approach is to model the system at hand in the form of interacting components so that its underlying MC can be represented as a sum of tensor products of component matrices, and its state space is given by the cross product of the state spaces of the components. Such a representation obviates the need to store the underlying MC and mitigates the state space explosion problem. The concept of using tensor algebra [11] to define large MCs underlying structured representations appears in compositional Markovian models such as stochastic automata networks (SANs) [26, 27, 29, 32] , different classes of superposed Stochastic Petri Nets (SPNs) [15] , structured and hierarchical Markovian models [2, 8] . In this work we concentrate on the analysis of continuous-time SANs.
In a SAN (see [32, Chapter 9] ), each component of the global system is modeled by a stochastic automaton. When automata do not interact (i.e., when they are independent of each other), description of each automaton consists of local transitions only. In other words, local transitions are those that affect the state of one automaton. Local transitions can be constant (i.e., independent of the state of other automata) or they can be functional. In the latter case, the transition is a function of the global state of the system. Interactions among components are captured by synchronizing transitions. Synchronization among automata happens when a state change in one automaton causes a state change in other automata. Similar to local transitions, synchronizing transitions can be constant or functional.
A continuous-time Markovian system of N components can be modeled by a single stochastic automaton for each component. Local transitions of automaton k (denoted by A ðkÞ ) are modeled by local transition rate matrix Q ðkÞ l , which has row sums of 0. When there are E synchronizing events in the system, automaton k has the synchronizing transition matrix Q ðkÞ e that represents the contribution of A ðkÞ to synchronization e 2 f1; 2; . . . ; Eg, and the corresponding diagonal corrector matrix Q ðkÞ e . The automaton that triggers a synchronizing event is called the master, the others that get affected by the event are called the slaves. Matrices associated with synchronizing events are either transition rate matrices (corresponding to master automata) or transition probability matrices (corresponding to slave automata). Without loss of generality, we restrict ourselves to the case in which synchronizing transition probability matrices of a SAN have row sums of 1 or 0. In [20] , it is shown how a SAN that does not satisfy this condition can be transformed to an equivalent SAN having synchronizing transition probability matrices with row sums of 1 or 0.
The generator corresponding to the global system is given by È is the tensor sum operator and is the tensor product operator. We refer to the tensor representation in Eq. (1) [29] .
When the steady-state probability vector, p, of the global system exists, it satisfies the following system of linear equations:
In order to analyze structured Markovian models efficiently, various algorithms for vectortensor product multiplication are devised [7, 16, 17, 26] and used as kernels in iterative solution techniques proposed for related high-level formalisms. In particular, application of projection methods to SANs is discussed in [5, 32, 33] and experiments with circulant preconditioners for SANs appear in [9] . In [34] , a recursive implementation of iterative methods based on splittings that take advantage of the tensor structure of the SAN descriptor is introduced. An iterative aggregation-disaggregation algorithm for SANs, in which aggregation at each iteration is done with respect to the states of an automaton chosen adaptively, appears in [4] . Further improvements in time and space requirements of numerical solution techniques can be obtained by employing reachability analysis and sparse storage schemes [7] possibly with reordering and grouping of automata under the presence of functional transitions [17] in the efficient vector-tensor product multiplication algorithms. It is also possible to use the directed graph induced by the tensor representation to develop efficient analysis methods for SANs [19] [20] [21] .
Lumping (i.e., exact aggregation) [23] is another approach that can aid in the analysis of systems having large state space. In the rest of the paper we use the concepts of lumping and exact aggregation interchangeably. Different kinds of lumpability in finite Markov chains and their properties are considered in [1] . Results on exact aggregation of large systems whose MCs are composed of tensor products appear in [2, 30] . Notion of exact performance equivalence for SANs is introduced in [6] and application of ordinary and exact lumpability to SANs is discussed in [3] .
In this work, we consider the application of ordinary lumpability to continuous-time SANs. Let the state space S ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; ng of a MC given by Q be partitioned into K subsets S 1 ; S 2 ; . .
Following [1] , we say that a MC is ordinarily lumpable with respect to the partitioning S 1 ; S 2 ; . . . ; S K if for all states x; y 2 S k and subset S l , k; l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K, P j2S l P ðx; jÞ ¼ P j2S l P ðy; jÞ. In other words, Q is ordinarily lumpable if each block in the partitioning of Q has equal row sums. Since in this paper we consider only ordinarily lumpable partitionings, in what follows we name ordinarily lumpable partitionings as lumpable partitionings.
In contrast to the existing work on exact aggregation of SANs and related high-level formalisms, we consider a SAN in its general form with functional transitions. In other words, we assume that the descriptor corresponding to the SAN model at hand is a sum of generalized tensor products. Using the basic results in [22] , we derive easy to check conditions for a continuous-time SAN on descriptions of its automata and their ordering that enable us to identify a class of lumpable partitionings in which lumping is performed automaton by automaton. We remark that most of the existing work on exact aggregation of tensor based formalisms amounts to defining equivalence relations among states in a component of the modeled system or among the components of the system [2, 3, 6] . The goal of our work is to identify lumpable partitionings of Q induced by the block structure of tensor product. Our approach of lumping one or more automata of a SAN independently of each other is a special case of the lumpability and performance equivalence considered in [2, 6] . However, our approach also enables the identification of lumpable partitionings in which blocks are composed of multiple automata but individual automaton cannot be lumped. Note that this kind of lumpable partitionings cannot be revealed using the approach discussed in [2, 6] since the conditions derived therein are applied to each automaton separately. Furthermore, simplicity of the conditions for lumpability that we impose on the SAN description allows us to show that some of the SAN models that have been considered before are lumpable.
Finally, we remark that existing work on lumpability in tensor based formalisms consider the analysis of the aggregated system, whereas we aim at solving the original system and do not assume a specific Markov reward structure. Continuing our work in [22] , we propose an aggregation-iterative disaggregation (AID) algorithm for a class of lumpable continuous-time SANs and compare its performance with that of block Gauss-Seidel (BGS) on two continuous-time SAN models. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first numerical study of AID on lumpable continuous-time SANs.
In the next section, we specify conditions for a class of lumpable continuous-time SANs with functional transitions. In Section 3, we present an example of a lumpable SAN. In Section 4, we introduce the efficient AID algorithm for SANs having lumpable partitionings induced by tensor product. In Section 5, we present the results of numerical experiments with two lumpable SAN models, and in Section 6, we conclude.
Lumpable partitionings induced by the block structure of tensor product
Let us first discuss properties associated with the partitioning of a matrix that is a tensor product of square matrices. The partitionings we consider are induced by the block structure of tensor product and hence have blocks of equal size. See [11] for the definition of tensor product and related concepts. We first specify conditions under which each block of such a partitioning has equal row sums and extend this result to a matrix that is a sum of tensor products of square matrices. Then, using the equal row sums property, we derive conditions under which the MC underlying a SAN model is lumpable.
Let Proof. Without loss of generality, let the N matrices be partitioned into two SCCs S 1 ¼ fA ð1Þ ; A ð2Þ ; . . . ; A ðmÀ1Þ g and S 2 ¼ fA ðmÞ ; A ðmþ1Þ ; . . . ; A ðN Þ g. Let S 2 be formed of cyclically dependent matrices (i.e., N À m > 0). Note that it is possible for the matrices in S 1 to depend on rA ðkÞ , where A ðkÞ 2 S 2 , or vice versa, but both type of functional dependencies cannot be present simultaneously. That is, the matrices in S 1 and the matrices in S 2 cannot be mutually dependent; otherwise we could not have two partitions S 1 and S 2 . Now, let S 2 ½S 1 ; in other words, there is at least one k 2 fm; m þ 1; . . . ; N g for which A ðkÞ depends on rA ðlÞ for some l 2 f1; 2; . . . ; m À 1g. If S 1 ½S 2 were the case, one could exchange S 2 and S 1 .
The equal row sums property of each block A ij follows from two arguments. First, the scalars n ij in Eq. (5) When there are S > 2 SCCs S p , p ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; S, in the digraph associated with the matrices A ðkÞ , the theorem also holds since there are no cyclic functional dependencies among the S p and they can be reordered and then renumbered so that for p ¼ 2; 3; . . . ; S S p ½S o implies o 2 f1; 2; . . . ; p À 1g. In this order, there are clearly ðS À 1Þ partitionings for which each square block A ij in Eq. (4) has equal row sums. Ã Next, we state a result that extends Theorems 1 and 2 to a square matrix given as the sum of E tensor products. is of order n k for e ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; E, satisfies the conditions of Theorems 1 or 2, then each block B ij , i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K, in the partitioning of B specified by m as in Eq. (4) has equal row sums.
When B is a generator matrix that satisfies the conditions of Corollary 1, B is said to be lumpable [23, p. 124] . Now, consider the application of Corollary 1 to continuous-time SANs. Q in Eq. (1) can be considered as a sum of two terms. The first term is Q l and the second term is the sum of Q e and Q e .
Q l is the tensor sum of N matrices and can be written as a sum of tensor products:
where I n k is the identity matrix of order n k . Identity matrices have row sums of 1 and Q ðkÞ l have row sums of 0. Hence, Corollary 1 applies through Theorem 2 if the digraph G associated with the matrices Q ðkÞ l has more than one SCC. Now, consider the second term composed of Q e and Q e . We can omit Q e from further consideration since Q e contributes only to the diagonal elements of Q. Hence, it influences only the diagonal blocks in a given partitioning of Q. Once we prove that the off-diagonal blocks of a partitioning have equal row sums, the property immediately follows for its diagonal blocks since Q is a generator matrix (i.e., Qu ¼ 0).
Q e is a sum of tensor products. Hence, we can again resort to Corollary 1. However, the condition regarding equal row sums can be violated in two ways: (i) in synchronizing transition rate matrices of master automata, (ii) in synchronizing transition probability matrices of slave automata. A synchronizing transition rate matrix need not have equal row sums of 0. On the other hand, a synchronizing transition probability matrix has row sums of 1 or 0. Hence, the equal row sums property may not hold for synchronizing transition probability matrices either.
We remark that the case in which a synchronizing transition probability matrix has zero rows corresponds to an implicit functional dependency between the master automaton of the synchronizing event and the slave automaton whose synchronizing transition probability matrix has zero rows [20] . The reason behind using the reverse of the topological ordering in Definition 4 is the direction of the arcs we choose in G to represent dependencies between automata.
Since each vertex in the digraph G corresponds to a unique automaton, in the next definition we use vertices of G and automata interchangeably. Proof. Proof of this theorem follows from Eq. (1), Corollary 1, and Remark 1. First, each local transition rate matrix has equal row sums. Since there are no implicit functional dependencies, each synchronizing transition probability matrix has equal row sums as well. Furthermore, synchronizing transition rate matrices of master automata have equal row sums by the assumption of the theorem. Second, by the assumption of the theorem regarding the existence of a quasiproper ordering, the digraph G of the SAN has at least two SCCs. Hence, there exists at least one m in Theorem 2 such that transitions in A ðlÞ , l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m À 1, do not depend on sA ðkÞ , k ¼ m; m þ 1; . . . ; N . This essentially proves that each off-diagonal block in the partitioning specified by m has equal row sums. Thus, the partitioning is lumpable. For the given quasi-proper ordering, m can assume ðjV SCC j À 1Þ distinct values. Ã As pointed out before, the equal row sums property is unlikely to be satisfied for synchronizing transition rate matrices. Fortunately, the situation is not hopeless. For some cases in which synchronizing transition rate matrices do not have equal row sums, the generator underlying the SAN can still be lumpable as we next prove. 
The generalization to the case in which A ðkÞ has more than one synchronizing transition rate matrix with unequal row sums and to the case in which more than one automaton in
The existing work on exact aggregation of SANs [3, 6] consider conditions under which a subset of states of an automaton can be lumped. Hence, the partition for which m of Theorem 4 is equal to N, that is, all states of an automaton are aggregated, is a special case of the lumpability discussed in [3] . On the other hand, there are three key issues that distinguish the results of Theorems 3 and 4 from the existing work on exact aggregation [3] and performance equivalence [6] of SANs. First, Theorems 3 and 4 are applicable to SANs that may have functional transitions. Obviously, a SAN descriptor that has functional transitions can be transformed to an equivalent SAN descriptor that does not have functional transitions by introducing new synchronizing events [29] . However, such SAN representations may not be suitable for complex models. More importantly, a relatively large number of synchronizing events may increase the time required to solve the underlying MC of a SAN with an iterative solver. Second, Theorem 4 enables the identification of lumpable partitionings in which blocks are composed of multiple automata but individual automaton cannot be lumped. In other words, Theorem 4 can be used in those cases for which there is no quasi-proper ordering of the SAN with m ¼ N . For instance, this happens when a cyclic functional dependency exists among A ðmÞ ; A ðmþ1Þ ; . . . ; A ðN Þ , where 1 < m < N . The approach in [3, 6] aims at identifying equivalent states in an automaton of a SAN, and hence, cannot reveal lumpable partitionings in which blocks are composed of states belonging to more than one automaton unless the lumped automata are first grouped into a single automaton and the conditions in [3, 6] are applied to the grouped automaton. Finally, in contrast to the work in [3, 6] , we do not assume a specific Markov reward structure associated with the lumped states, and we aim at solving the original (not aggregated) system. Note also that if one wants to follow the approach in [3, 6] , a relatively complex algorithm must be run on the matrices of each automaton to identify its equivalent states when the physical description of the underlying model is not available. The conditions of Theorem 4 do not require this and are easy to check.
When a SAN has a quasi-proper ordering as in Theorem 4, its automata can be partitioned for some m into two subsets, S 1 and S 2 , so that functional transitions of the automata in S 1 ¼ fA ð1Þ ;A ð2Þ ;...;A ðmÀ1Þ g do not depend on the states of the automata in S 2 ¼ fA ðmÞ ; A ðmþ1Þ ;...;A ðN Þ g. If the automata belonging to the two subsets were completely independent of each other, then lumpability of the SAN would be obvious and the analyses of the two subsystems corresponding to S 1 and S 2 could be carried out separately. However, this need not be the case. First, dependency between the two subsets exists when functional transitions of the automata in S 2 depend on the states of the automata in S 1 . Second, dependency between the two subsets may exist through synchronizing events. The slave automata in S 2 may depend on their masters in S 1 . In this case, Theorem 4 applies if the synchronizing transition rates of the masters functionally do not depend on the states of the slaves. An example is a SAN model of two finite queues working in tandem under the assumption that departures from the first queue are dropped when the second queue is full. Dependency through synchronizing events also takes place when there are master automata in S 2 whose slaves are in S 1 and each transition rate matrix of the master automata has equal row sums. In summary, when the automata in S 2 satisfy condition (i) of Theorem 4, synchronizing transitions that take place in the automata of S 1 do not depend on the automata in S 2 but may affect their state. Condition (ii) explicitly requires equal row sums and is a special case which may rarely occur in SAN models. When the automata in S 2 satisfy condition (iii), synchronizing events that take place in these automata do not affect the states of the automata in S 1 .
In order to apply Theorem 4 to a continuoustime SAN, its automata should be put in quasiproper ordering and renumbered accordingly. Then, for v To find a quasi-proper ordering of the automata in a SAN, the SCCs of the functional dependency graph of the SAN should be determined. The SCCs of GðV; EÞ can be found in OðN þ jEjÞ comparisons assuming G is stored as an adjacency list. Since the number of vertices and the number of edges in G SCC cannot exceed respectively the number of automata and the number of edges in G, a topological ordering of G SCC can also be found in OðN þ jEjÞ. Thus, a quasi-proper ordering of a SAN can be found in OðN þ jEjÞ. For a given quasi-proper ordering of automata, the maximum number of automata that can be tested for the three conditions of Theorem 4 is ðN À 1Þ. Note that only synchronizing transition matrices are tested for the three conditions. Hence, the first condition requires at most EðN À 1Þ comparisons. Let n max ¼ max i n i , where i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N . Then the second condition requires at most Eðn max À 1Þ comparisons since there can be at most E master automata in the SAN. Note that when checking for equal row sums in a synchronizing transition rate matrix of an automaton, there is no need to compute the row sums of the matrix. The negated row sums are available in the corresponding diagonal corrector matrix. The third condition of Theorem 4 requires at most EðN À 1Þ comparisons assuming that the smallest indexed automaton involved in each event of the SAN is known. Thus, the total number of comparisons required to check the conditions of Theorem 4 is 2EðN À 1Þ þ Eðn max À 1Þ.
Theorem 4 enables us to identify lumpable partitionings in SAN models of the mass storage problem [12] , the three queues problem [16] , and the pushout problem [18] . See also [22] and the references therein for examples of lumpable discrete-time SAN models. In the next section, we use the SAN model of the mass storage problem as an example to show that it is not difficult to apply Theorem 4 to a continuous-time SAN model.
A lumpable continuous-time SAN
As an example of a lumpable continuous-time SAN, we consider a model of a robotic tape library named as the mass storage problem. For brevity, here we give the symbolic description of the corresponding SAN model. The detailed description of the underlying physical model, its parameters, and the design decisions can be found in [12] . Results of numerical experiments with this model appear in [34] .
The SAN model of the mass storage problem consists of five automata and three synchronizing events. We number the automata from 1 to 5 and the synchronizing events from 1 to 3. All local transition rate matrices have equal row sums of 0. Hence, we omit them from further consideration, but remark that transitions in Q 
A ð2Þ is a slave automaton of event 1; but it is not involved in the other two events, and we have
The values of the functions f 0 ; f 1 ; . . . ; f n 3 À1 depend on the states of A ð3Þ (and A ð2Þ ). These functions are defined so that in each row only one of the functions evaluates to 1, others evaluate to 0. Hence, Q ð2Þ 1 has constant row sums of 1. A ð3Þ is a slave automaton of event 1, acts as the master of event 2, and does not participate in event 3. We have
A ð4Þ is not involved in event 1 (i.e., Q
1 ¼ I n 4 ); but it is a slave automaton of events 2 and 3, and we have Now, let us check the lumpability conditions of Theorem 4 using the information in Table 1 there are four lumpable partitionings of the generator for s 2 f2 2;3 3;4 4;5 5g. Observe that when the number of SCCs in G is equal to the number of automata, that is, when the dependency graph is acyclic, the SAN may have the largest number of lumpable partitionings, ðN À 1Þ, for a given quasi-proper ordering of automata. This gives more flexibility to the performance analyst in choosing a lumpable partitioning that better suits the aggregation-iterative disaggregation algorithm, which we introduce in the next section. On the other hand, when S takes its largest value, N, a larger number of comparisons is required to check the three conditions in Theorem 4. Also, when S ¼ N , a larger number of quasiproper orderings may exist that need to be tested against the conditions of the theorem as indicated by our complexity analysis.
AID algorithm for lumpable SANs
Assuming that the generator of a continuoustime SAN is lumpable and has a steady-state distribution, we propose Algorithm 1, which is a modified form of Koury-McAllister-Stewart's iterative aggregation-disaggregation algorithm (IAD) [31] , to compute the vector p that satisfies Eq. (2). Since each block of a lumpable partitioning has equal row sums, the lumped matrix does not change from iteration to iteration. Hence, compared with the original IAD algorithm, the aggregation phase of Algorithm 1 is performed once and each subsequent iteration consists only of disaggregation. The implementation of AID for discrete-time SANs can be found in [22] .
In contrast to Algorithm 1, the existing aggregation-disaggregation algorithm discussed in [4] utilizes a different approach in which aggregation at each iteration is done with respect to the states of an automaton chosen adaptively. We also remark that in the experiments of [4] the disaggregation phase of the algorithm is a power iteration, which is inferior to BGS since BGS is a preconditioned power iteration in which the preconditioning matrix is the block lower-triangular part of the coefficient matrix. Recent results [14] on the computation of the stationary vector of Markov chains show that IAD and BGS with judiciously chosen partitionings mostly outperform incomplete LU (ILU) preconditioned projection methods. Furthermore, BGS, which forms the disaggregation phase of IAD, when used with partitionings having blocks of equal order is likely to outperform IAD when the problem at hand is not ill-conditioned. Therefore, we propose AID rather than BGS for SANs when possible since the partitioning in (4) is a balanced one with equal order of blocks and the aggregate matrix needs to be formed once due to lumpability. In this way, we not only use a balanced partitioning but we also incorporate to our algorithm the gain obtained from being able to exactly solve the coupling matrix in IAD (i.e., lumped matrix).
ordering are ascending, the lumped matrix L is of order K ¼ Q mÀ1 k¼1 n k , where m is the smallest index of the automata in S S p¼s v SCC p (see Theorem 4) . In Algorithm 1, L is computed at the outset and solved once for its steady-state vector s. In step 2(a) of the algorithm, the elements of the vector Q ij u are all equal; hence, we choose its first element. See the product e T 1 ðQ ij uÞ, where e 1 is the column vector of length Q N À1 k¼m n k in which the first element is equal to 1 and the other elements are zero. As for the disaggregation phase (i.e., a BGS iteration), we need to look into how the right-hand sides b . Therefore, at iteration it, these subvectors of length Q N k¼m n k can be computed and stored when they are encountered for the first time for a specific pair of j and e, and then they can be scaled by n is performed. In summary, the proposed solver is limited by maxðK 2 ; ðE þ 2ÞnÞ amount of double precision storage assuming that the lumped matrix is stored in two dimensions. The two vectors of length n are used to store the previous and current approximations of the solution.
Numerical experiments
We implemented Algorithm 1 in Cþþ as part of the software package PEPS [28] . We timed the solver on a Pentium III with 128 MB of RAM under Linux. In all experiments we use a stopping tolerance of 10 À8 on the norm of the difference between consecutive approximations. We compare the running time of Algorithm 1, which we name as AID, with BGS. We use the recursive implementation of BGS for SANs as discussed in [34] . In order to provide a fair comparison, AID and BGS both use the same ordering of automata and partitioning of the generator. Furthermore, the implementations of both solvers use the same routines to generate and solve the diagonal blocks of the partitioning. The timing results are all in seconds.
We first consider the mass storage problem presented in Section 3. We use its four instances in [34] that we number from 1 to 4. The integer parameters of these four problems are given in Table  2 . Parameter C denotes the number of states in A ð4Þ , N i denotes the number of states in A ðiÞ , i ¼ 1; 2; 3, and A ð5Þ has five states. Columns n and nz respectively correspond to the number of states and nonzeros in the generator underlying the SAN. Generators of the mass storage problem are irreducible.
In the first set of experiments, the automata are ordered as A For this partitioning, the size of core memory was sufficient to store the LU factors of all diagonal blocks in each experiment. Hence, diagonal blocks are generated and factorized once. Then the computed LU factors are used at each iteration to solve the K nonsingular systems in step 3(b) of Algorithm 1. The results of these experiments are given in Table 3 . Column it# gives the number of iterations performed till convergence, time gives the total time to solve the problem, dbgen gives the time to generate and factorize diagonal blocks at the outset, Lgen gives the time to generate the lumped matrix L, Lsolve gives the time to solve L, and perit gives the time to perform one iteration of the corresponding solver. The values in column perit are calculated as ðtimeÀ ðLgen þ Lsolve þ dbgenÞÞ=ðit#Þ. Note that for BGS, columns Lgen and Lsolve are naturally zero. In the first problem, L is stored as a two-dimensional matrix and solved using the GrassmannTaksar-Heyman (GTH) method (see [13, 14] and the references therein). In the last three problems, L is of order 605, 1280 and 2205, respectively. Hence, it is more feasible to store L in sparse format and solve it using IAD with a balanced partitioning (if possible) having a small degree of coupling (see [13, 14] ). In all problems, the smallest degree of coupling for L is on the order of 10 À2 . For this degree of coupling, the partitioning of L has five blocks of equal order. Even though step 3(a) of AID does not exist in BGS, the experiments with the particular ordering and partitioning of automata show that time per iteration in AID is smaller than that in BGS due to the gain obtained from computing the products z ðitÞ j Q ji and p ðitÞ j Q ji once at the expense of some storage space as discussed in Section 4. Furthermore, AID converges to the solution in a smaller number of iterations in all problems in agreement with expectations since it uses exact aggregation with a BGS disaggregation step. Hence, the solution time with AID is considerably smaller than that with BGS although there is extra work associated with forming and solving the aggregated system.
In the second set of experiments with the mass storage problem, the automata are ordered as A order n=5 and is unfavorable due to the relatively large order of blocks for large n. Thus, we present the results of the second set of experiments in Table 4 using the former partitioning which has 5CN 1 N 3 blocks of order N 2 . As in the first set of experiments, the diagonal blocks are generated and factorized once and the LU factors are stored in core memory. The lumped matrices of the four problems are of order 1080, 6655, 20,480, and 46,305, respectively. Therefore, in all problems we solve the lumped matrix using sparse IAD and employ the same kind of partitionings as in the last three problems of the first set of experiments. In step 3(b) of Algorithm 1, we use the optimized recursive BGS implementation discussed in [34] rather than the implementation described in Section 4, since the blocks are relatively small in the partitioning under consideration. In other words, the same routine is used in BGS and in the disaggregation step of AID. Together with the fact that there is overhead associated with step 3(a) of Algorithm 1, this implies slightly larger time per iteration in AID than in BGS. Observe that both solvers converge in a smaller number of iterations when compared with the results of the first set of experiments. Nevertheless, it is not surprising to see that AID still converges in a smaller number of iterations than BGS. We also remark that in the last problem, the time to generate the lumped matrix takes more than half the time to solve the problem. Hence, a very unbalanced partitioning with small order of blocks and a large lumped matrix seems to be unfavorable for large problems. The second problem we use to test Algorithm 1 is the three queues problem that appears in [16] . This problem is an open queueing network of three finite capacity queues in which customers from queue 1 (type 1 customers) and queue 2 (type 2 customers) try to join queue 3. In the original model discussed in [16] , when customers of type 1 find queue 3 full, they are blocked, whereas in the same situation customers of type 2 are lost. Here, we consider a modified version of this model in which customers of both types are lost when queue 3 is full. The network is modeled using 4 automata and 2 synchronizing events. A ð1Þ and A ð2Þ model the number of customers in queues 1 and 2, respectively. A ð3Þ and A ð4Þ model the number of type 1 and type 2 customers in queue 3, respectively. A ðiÞ , i ¼ 1; 2; 3, has C i states and A ð4Þ has C 3 states. The generator underlying the SAN model of the three queues problem has a single subset of C 1 C 2 C 3 ðC 3 þ 1Þ=2 essential states whereas the global state space size is C 1 C 2 C 2 3 . In our experiments, we use the real valued parameters in [34] . We use four instances of the three queues problem and number them from 1 to 4. The integer parameters are given in Table 2 . We set C 1 ¼ C 2 ¼ C 3 with values given in column C i . Since the generator has transient states, we first run the state classification (SC) algorithm discussed in [20] to classify the states into recurrent and transient subsets. Columns n r and nz r respectively give the number of recurrent states and the number of nonzero elements in the corresponding submatrix of the generator. Alternatively, when the performance analyst has information about the particular SAN model under consideration, it may be possible to define on the global state space a reachability function that returns 1 for recurrent states and 0 for transient states, thereby enabling the identification of the subset of recurrent states in advance. See [18] for example SAN models and their reachability functions. In any case, once the recurrent subset of states is identified, the elements in p ð0Þ corresponding to transient states are set to zero and omitted from further consideration when running Algorithm 1. See also [7] for various vector-tensor product multiplication algorithms that eliminate transient states from consideration and operate only on the recurrent subset of states.
The SAN model of the three queues problem is in its explicit form. There are functional transitions in synchronizing transition probability matrices of A , which has C 1 C 2 blocks of order C 2 3 . In the four instances of the three queues problem we consider, the lumped matrices are irreducible and of order 400, 625, 900, and 1225, respectively. We solve the lumped matrices using sparse IAD with block partitionings having degree of coupling on the order of 10 À1 . The results of these experiments are presented in Table 5 . Time spent for state classification is negligible (see column SC). The values in column time include those in SC. Numerical results show that AID converges in a smaller number of iterations than BGS. Furthermore, time per iteration in AID is smaller than that in BGS again due to the balanced nature of the partitioning. Finally, solution time with AID is less than half of that with BGS in all experiments.
Conclusion
In this work, easy to check conditions are given for a class of lumpable partitionings of the generator underlying a continuous-time SAN model with functional dependencies. For lumpable SANs, an efficient aggregation-iterative disaggregation algorithm that uses exact aggregation with a BGS disaggregation step is presented. Extensive experiments with two continuous-time SAN models with functional dependencies show that the proposed solver performs much better than the highly competitive BGS for the same ordering and partitioning of automata. It is also observed that some orderings and partitionings of automata lead to faster convergence than others. Future work may focus on trying to identify them. 
